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Summary of Editorial Corrections 
 
The following corrections have been made to errors found late in the processing of CPC projects issued in [add 
publication dates here].  Additional minor corrections to the scheme and definitions not associated with CPC 
projects are also included. 
 
CORRECTIONS FROM 2018.05 PROJECTS: 
 
MP0353 Definition Corrections 

Location Correction 
A01K 27/00 In the Informative references section, in the reference for B65H 75/34, insert 

a space between “of” and “material” so that the text reads as follows: 
 

Devices specially adapted or mounted for storing and repeatedly 
paying out and re-storing lengths of material 

 
 
RP0438 Definition Corrections 

Location Correction 
F41B 11/73 In the Definition statement section, in the second paragraph, insert a space 

between “aimed” and “at” as shown below: 
 

This group contains documents wherein the teaching is specifically 
aimed at the particular shape, arrangement, configuration or material 
of the sealing arrangement. 
 

 
 
CORRECTIONS FROM 2018.08 PROJECTS: 
 
MP0201 Scheme Corrections 

Location Correction 
A63B69/40 In the title, add a space between “bodies}” and “({golf”: 

 
Stationarily-arranged devices for projecting balls {or other bodies} 
({golf cups with ball ejector means A63B57/405;} traps for clay-
pigeon targets F41J9/18) 
 

 
RP0156 Scheme Corrections 

Location Correction 
H04N5/232 In the title, add a space between “sensor}” and “(H04N5/235”: 

 
Devices for controlling television cameras, e.g. remote control {; 
Control of cameras comprising an electronic image sensor} ( 
H04N5/235 takes precedence {; Mountings, adjusting means, or light-
tight connections, for optical elements G02B7/00}) 
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RP0019 Scheme Corrections 

Location Correction 
A47C7/50 In the title, add a space between “chair}” and “(coupled”: 

 
Supports for the feet or the legs {coupled to fixed parts of the chair} ( 
coupled to other adjustable parts {of the reclining or easy chair} 
A47C1/034, A47C1/037; {stand-alone rests or supports for the feet or 
the legs, e.g.} footstools A47C16/02) 

A47C27/08 In the title, add a space between “cushions}” and “(connecting”: 
 

Fluid mattresses {or cushions} (connecting valves to inflatable elastic 
bodies B60C29/00) 

 
 
CORRECTIONS FROM 2019.02 PROJECTS: 
 
RP0572 Scheme Corrections 

Location Correction 
F24F 1/0083 In the Warning, replace  

 
is/are 

 
with 
 

is 
 

F24F 1/028 In the Warning, replace  
 

is/are 
 
with 
 

is 
 

 
 
MP0414 Definition Corrections 

Location Correction 
C12Q 1/68   Delete the entire Limiting references section. 

 
 
 
MP0417 Definition Corrections 

Location Correction 
A63D 13/00   Delete the first paragraph appearing in the Definition statement: 
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The entire definition statement content with the following paragraph and 
diagram: 

 
 
 
ADDITIONAL SCHEME CORRECTIONS: 
Scheme Corrections 

Location Correction 
G06F 2201/855 In the scheme title, correct the spelling of 

 
asynchrnous 
 

to 
 

asynchronous 
C40 Above the entry for Class C40, enter the following subsection heading: 

 
COMBINATORIAL TECHNOLOGY 

C40 In the scheme title, change  
 

CHEMISTRY 
 

to 
 

TECHNOLOGY 
 

so that the title now reads “COMBINATORIAL TECHNOLOGY” 
 
 
 


